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In Azerbaijani culture, mugham (classical music ) and
carpet appear inseparable. Carpets cover the walls, floors,
couches and chairs of houses, and adorn the theatres, teahous-
es and wedding tents - everywhere mugham is performed.  In
his concerts in Paris and Chicago, Alim Gasimov often brings
carpet from home.  Photographs of various musicians I took in
Azerbaijan typically include carpets. Carpet is a shaper of cul-
tural space filled with the sound of mugham, both embodying
the same aesthetic and social principles.

In this paper, I argue that the two arts relate structural-
ly, semiotically, and socially.  Applying homological analysis
to a single carpet and a single mugham, I reverse the spatial
and temporal categories and explore social structures, espe-
cially with respect to gender - mugham performed historical-
ly by men, and carpets woven by women.   Is the performance
of mugham linked with the production of carpet?

SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL ART FORMS

Scholars on Western classical music, searching for keys
to the meaning, language and effect of music have drawn on
the visual arts, employing concepts and terminology identified
with shape (form, formula, figure, contour, frame), architec-
ture (structure, architectonics), proportions (balance, symme-
try, equilibrium), and bodily orientation (high, low).  These
terms relate less to musical sound than to musical text, itself a
visual representation of musical performance. 

The study of oral improvised musical traditions in
Islamic cultures often involves a comparison with other art
forms. Lois Al Faruqi, exploring the art of Arabic maqam,
identifies parallel patterns in calligraphy, carpets, textile
and music (Al Faruqi 1985).  Zia Mirabdolbaghi, in his writ-
ings on Iranian dastgah, comments on analogies among
music, miniatures and carpets, (During and Mirabdolbaghi
1991a, 195-197), and Jean During undertakes a detailed
comparative analysis of poetry, dastgah, and the bazaar
(During, 1982).

WHAT IS MUGHAM? A HISTORICAL NOTE

Mugham constitutes a central pillar in the Azerbaijani
soundscape. The modal base and melodic patterns of mugham
are inherently connected with the folk repertoire  and with the
performances of ashiqs (bards) (Mammedov 1988, 51-60). For
centuries, mugham compositions were performed in mejlises
(gatherings of poets and performers of mugham), as well as in
private gatherings, restaurants and parks.  Mugham is nowadays
sung and played in Azerbaijani opera houses and symphonic
halls. The major performing venue, the "home" of mugham, was
and still is the wedding (Arif Babayev, interview, 1997).  

Like mugham, carpet relates to many aspects of

Azerbaijani lives, including religious and domestic rituals that
reaffirm a collective national identity. Individual namazlyks
cover the floors of mosques and are kept in houses.  Latif
Kerimov (1906-1991), the major Azerbaijani expert on car-
pets, lists the chuval (a large bag for keeping grain), the hur-
jun (a  travelling bag), the yakharuzu (a carpet for saddling a
horse), and the mafrash (a type of box in which sleeping articles
were stored) (1983a: II, 69). Like mugham, carpet is closely
linked with weddings. If traditional weddings are held in a spa-
cious tent, carpet may cover the floors, inner walls and bench-
es. Carpets are an essential part of the bridal dowry. Like a boy
repeating after his father or master an intricate line of mugham,
a little girl learns carpet making from her sisters and mother.  

Both mugham and carpet are identified with specific
regions of Azerbaijan. The major mugham centres since the
late nineteenth century have been Shirvan, Baku, and
Qarabaq. Though like mugham, carpet making is spread
throughout the territory of Azerbaijan, the best-known
schools are identified with the Guba-Shirvan, Ganja-Gazakh
and Qarabaq areas (Aliyeva 1987, 12).

MUGHAM AND CARPET AS MODAL SYSTEMS

The mugham concept encompasses two inherently
connected parts: a modal system and a type of composition
referred to as mugham performance or dastgah.   Mugham
as a modal entity encompasses a tonal system with inter-
vals different from those in the 12-tone tempered scale; a
number of mugham modes; scale rows associated with
each individual mode; and a collection of motifs and rhyth-
mic units, each identified with a specific mode and serving
as the basis for performance.  Two of the primary elements
in mugham mode, the pitch collection and related melodic
content, are comparable with the colour palette and design
of carpets. 

As lush in their colour scale as a mugham in its intri-
cate tonal pallet, carpets introduce no gradual saturation, no
colour shades and hues.  The colourful field of a carpet is
knotted from threads bathed, dried, and dyed to match a
colour scale determined by the availability of dying materi-
als and by local traditions -- insects, leaves and flowers.
Saffron crocus, pomegranate skin, and vine leaves were used
for yellow; cochineal insects, cherry juice, madder, and
bull's blood gave different shades of red; indigo was trans-
ported from India for creating blue.   Although combinations
of these basic colours can generate a wide range of shades
and tones, for a given carpet a weaver uses relatively fixed
pallet typically comprising 7-11 colours (Azadi 2001, 91).
Unlike a painter who can draw a line, zigzag, or figure with
a pencil or brush, a weaver creates patterns through the com-
bination and interplay of two or more colours. The process
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of carpet making is different from painting where the artist
can paint in any direction, but is similar to mugham perfor-
mance.  Both mugham and carpet are produced knot-by-
knot, pitch-by-pitch. Any addition or omission, any dis-
placement of a few knots/pitches transforms the overall
design.  Like modal scales in different mughams, each car-
pet family has a characteristic pallet. In the same way that
the modal scales of mugham are both the basis and deriva-
tive of its melodic vocabulary, the colours of carpets are the
basis of woven motifs.

CARPET AND MUGHAM COMPOSITIONS

The following section of this paper compares Rast,
performed by the ensemble Jabbar Garyaghdi,  and
Shahnazarli of Guba-Shirvan carpets.   This investigation
requires the conversion, reversal and manipulation of spa-
tial and temporal categories associated with the visual and
music forms. The analysis of the parts of mugham composi-
tion in proportion to the overall converts mugham into a
spatial form.  The examination of carpet in terms of its frag-
ments in sequence led me to perceive it as a temporal art.
In the domestic scene, the eyes of an observer are often
attracted to a pattern or a part of the design, gradually pro-
gressing from one pattern to another, enjoying the repetition
and the disruption of the recognized motifs.  I chose to trace

the pattern as the weaver creates it - from side to side and
gradually from top to bottom. 

INTERPLAY OF SYMMETRY AND ASYMMETRY

The symmetrical structure of carpet pleases the viewer's
eyes. Yet a close perusal of the carpet gradually reveals star-
tling asymmetry not noticeable at first glance. Similarly The
structure of both Rast and Shakhnazarli is defined by the inter-
play of symmetry/repetition and asymmetry/changes. The
repetition of motifs, one of the main artistic devices, is never
exact.  Even the repetition of single pitches does not sound the
same, because of uneven rhythmical pulsation.  The enjoy-
ment of both listeners and performers is derived from the
recognition of familiar gushes but even more from subtle
unexpected deviations.

Motifs in both carpet and mugham are made into
cascades of ornamentation.  According to mugham spe-
cialist Mamedova, "ornamentation in Azerbaijani art
reveals itself in a multiplicity of small modifications, in
ornamental patterns, and in a few changes of basic motifs"
(1988; 18). Melodic elaboration does not decorate
tone/motifs; rather, motifs and contours serve as the vehi-
cle for ornamentation (Al Faruqi 1978, 18).
Ornamentation is therefore an active force that disrupts
symmetry. As a result, the person who listens to mugham
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or views a carpet notices, amid the familiar motifs, every
slightly changed nuance and ornament.

LOVE DIALOGUE?

Several elements of carpet/mugham production and struc-
ture compel me in this essay to focus on the semiotics of gender:
the traditional production of carpet by women and mugham by
men, the figures of flowers and birds in the garden-carpets, the
poetic imagery of gцl (rose) and bцlbцl (nightingale) in mugham,
and the situation of each art with respect to historically separate
gendered audiences. Carpet can be seen as a constructed signifi-
er of the historical and cultural territorialization of Azerbaijani
women; the multiple borders of a carpet suggesting the physical
and cultural boundaries of the domestic space assigned to women.
Conversely mugham, travelling in space and covering an indefi-
nite territory perhaps represents the space and motion tradition-
ally associated with men. The images of the female weaver and
the male mugham performer correspond to the allegorical pair of
gцl and bцlbцl commonly invoked in poetic and musical perfor-
mances. The gцl is a metaphor for a woman - beautiful, station-
ary and silent; the bцlbцl fluttering around the gцl represents the
male, singing and full of motion.  The gцl in the midst of a gцlis-
tan  - the carpet depicting a garden paradise - is a woman situat-
ed within the carpet space. The name bцlbцl, nightingale, is tra-
ditionally given to the best (male) singers of mugham.   

The images are both individual and collective. Carpet is
made by a single weaver (her name is often woven into a cor-
ner design of the carpet) and mugham is based upon individual
improvisation. But a girl learns from her mother; and women
typically weave, clean and wash their carpets in groups (even
today one frequently sees such groups in the countryside, as
well as in private inner gardens in cities or in the backyards of
large buildings).  Mugham is traditionally performed by a trio.
Historically associated with male gatherings, mugham was
involved in shaping male "public" institutions such as mejlises,
teahouses, segregated weddings and other rituals.   

In his musical journey through a mugham composition
the singer's voice gradually rises to a high range, which indi-
cates emotional elevation leading to ecstasy (spiritual and/or
sexual).  High, intense male voices are greatly appreciated
and treasured.  Now that women perform mugham, it is espe-
cially noticeable that the range of esteemed male singers is
equal to that of a female performer.   Does this suggest that in
segregated rituals, festivals and gatherings, in the company of
men, mugham articulates the melancholy of men's separation,
loss, and possibly substitution?  Does carpet, in female com-
pany, invoke images of lands and gardens inaccessible to
women living in prescribed spaces, thus encoding their 'loss-
es' and substitutions - perhaps the loss of others and selves?

Though carpet and mugham embody and perhaps rein-
force gender boundaries (by acting as gendered others and
thus counterbalancing separation), on the other hand, the two
art forms also serve as an agency of inter-gender communica-
tion.   In male gatherings, carpets signify and embody the
absence of women, thus simultaneously serving as their bodi-
ly representation.  On the other hand, although women are
physically separated from men by black curtains, tents and

walls within the houses, they remain within the male sonic
orbit and hear mugham.  Penetrating these boundaries,
mugham reaches and fills the female space, while carpets
cover male territory, controlling and directing man's inspira-
tion.  Thus the two, mugham and carpet, act as agents of com-
munication, carrying on an intimate dialogue, in a language of
high intensity, both hermetic and yet explicit, concealing the
fact of communication and yet portraying Islamic paradise and
everyday life, filled with abstract figures and concrete refer-
ences to the artists and their families - all woven into an orna-
mented arabesque.  Even in the present, when segregation
between women and men has been officially dismissed, carpet
and mugham preserve the intimacy of a language accessible to
insiders who do not need to transcribe this language in words.

Inna NARODITSKAYA,
professor,

Northwestern University, Illinoys, USA
(This article is reduced for its most part)
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Мугам и ковер в азербайджанской культуре
связаны друг с другом структурно, семиотически и
социально. В этой статье сравниваются конкрет-
ный мугам (Раст) с конкретным ковром ("Шахна-
зарли"). Структурная динамика в обоих отражает
процесс их образования. Исторически ковроткачест-
во и мугамное исполнительство были разделены на
женский и мужской роды занятий. Ковер, ткавший-
ся женщинами,  исторически и культурно обозначал
женскую "территорию", тогда как мугам, движу-
щийся в пространстве и охватывающий неопреде-
ленный ареал, представлял "территорию передвиже-
ния" мужчины. Оставаясь в  своих гендерных грани-
цах, ковер и мугам вместе с тем служат средст-
вами  межгендерных связей. 
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